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Abstract

In the Sub-Continent, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan (1817-1898) was the first

exegete of the Quran who, due to Orientalistic and Western impact,  adopted

Modernity in the field of exegeses. He was  followed   by   several  Exegetes  in this

region. Amongst them a modernist Pakistani Exegete Mr. Ghulam Ahmad Pervaiz

(1903-1985) is a well known figure. He adopted Sir Syed's Exegetical view point  and

expanded it in above mentioned  perspective. Mr.Pervaiz is so much impressed by the

Western writers. In most of the cases, accepting western thinking as standard of

truth, he can be seen  trying  his best to harmonize Quranic concepts with the western

thoughts. A reader of his  Quranic  Interpretations  does not feel the Quran a very

clear and evident book but ununderstandable to comman man . Pervaiz Sahib,s such

strange interpretations made his exegetical writings invaluable and unacceptable to

the scholars and  researchers. Ulama (traditional scholars) had to reject  him since his

interpretations were attacking to the traditional Islamic concepts, he was rejected by

the modernist alsos. Even if we set aside the rejection of Ulama and see according to

the view point of modernism, he cannot  succeed in the field of Islamic knowledge, as 

he hurt modernism also. 
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Abstract

In ancient and middle ages  treatment with the prisoners of war has 

been very cruel and was against humanity and peace.The continuation of that 

treatment is still present in modern time wars. Islam has introduced a very

civilized, meaningful and justified way for treatment with the prisoners of war

and also eradicated all roots of worst war crimes. In international

conventions,laws about treatment with the prisoners of war  have been

introduced but those nations have not adopted these laws at any time of war.
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 1942-1945 




July 12, 1968: Amnesty International reported on the nature 

of maltreatment practiced at the Sarafand military prison:

(i) Hands of prisoners were handcuffed behind their back and

their back and feet were shackled. Their wrists were

suspended from a window bar.

(ii) Alligator clips were attached to their ears and genitals and

electric currents were pass through.

(iii) Biro-type refills were inserted into their penis until bleeding. 

(iv) Their fingers were crushed between their door hinges and

frame. 

(v) Water hoses were inserted into their mouths and the taps

were turned on. 
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: 



 1874 

 1907  1899 


 1929

 1949   


 143 
According to hague convention II, 1899

Art.4: Prisoners of war must be humanely treated. All their

belongings, except arms, horses and military papers remain their

property. 

 


Art.5: Prisoners of war may be interned in a town, fortress and camp. 
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Art.6: The state may utilize the labour of prisoners of war

according 

to their rank and aptitude, work done for the state shall be

paid.




Art.8: Prisoners who, after succeeding in escaping are again

taken prisoners, are not liable to any punishment for the previous

flight. 




Art.11: A prisoner of war can not be forced to accept his liberty on

payrole. 
Art.18: Prisoners of war shall enjoy every latitude in the exercise

of their religion 
Art.20: After the conclusion of peace, the repatriation of prisoners

of war shall take place as speedily as possible.


According to Geneva Convention III 1949 for treatment of

prisoners of war, 

Art.13: Prisoners of war must at all times be humanely treated.

Any unlawful act by the detaining power causing death or seriously
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endangering the health of a prisoners of war is prohibited. No

prisoner of war may be subjected to physical mutilation or to

medical or scientific experiments. 





Art.14: Women shall be treated with all the regard due to their sex

and shall in all cases benefit by treatment as favourable to men. 




Art.15: Detaining power shall be bound to provide health services

for prison.        

Art.25: In any camps in which women prisoners of war, as well as

men, are accommodated, separate dormitories shall be

provided for them. 


Art.26: Basic daily food rations in sufficient quantity and quality

and variety to keep prisoners of war in good health, also drinking

water, tobacco etc. 




Art.27: Clothing, underwear and footwear shall be supplied to

prisoners of war in sufficient quantities by detaining power. 
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Art.6: 

according 

paid.



Art.8: 

taken prisoners, are not liable to any punishment for the previo

flight. 



Art.11: 

Art.18: 

of their religion

Art.20: 

of war shall take place as speedily as possible.

prisoners of war, 

Art.13: 

Any unlawful act by the detaining power causing death or serious
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Art.28: Canteens shall be installed in all camps, where prisoners

of war may procure food stuffs, soap and tobacco. 




Art.38: Prisoners shall have opportunities for taking physical

exercise, including sports and games. 


Art.42: The use of weapons against prisoners of war, especially

against those who are escaping or attempting to escape, shall

constitute and extreme measure. 




Art.44: Officers and prisoners of equivalent status shall be treated

with the regard due to their rank and age. 

 
Art.47: Sick and wounded prisoners of war shall not be transferred

as long as their recovery may be endangered by the journey. 




Art.86: No prisoners of war may be punished more than once for

the same act. 
Art.88: A women prisoner of war shall not be awarded or
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sentenced to a punishment more severe. 


According to universal declaration of human rights by general

assembly of United Nation on dated December 10, 1948. 

Art.5: No one shall  be subjected torture or to cruel, inhuman or

regarding treatment or punishment. 

 1948 10 
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Abstract

Islam did not introduce Polygamy. Among all Eastern nations of

antiquity,Polygamy was a recognized institution. Among the Hindus,

Polygamy prevailed from the earliest times. There was, as among the ancient

Babylonians, Assyrians, and Persians, no restriction as to the number of

wives a man might have. Although Greece and Rome were not Polygamous

socities, concubinage was a norm Islam regulated Polygamy by limiting the

number of wives and bringing responsiblity to its practice. In fact, according to

David Murray, an anthropologist, historically Polygamy is more common than

monogamy.
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Abstract

For the guidance and the betterment of mankind, Allah has sent

messengers with his great messages in different ages. The major of them

are Quran and Bible. These are the most respectable and sacred books of

Muslims, Jews and Christians. Bible is not in itself a manuscript but a

collection of Testaments. A part from the Bible, which has revealed on

Jesus (A.S). It's real language has almost extinguished from the world.

So it is not justified to apply it on present Bibles, the title of God's

revealation, because it is no more the existing language of any present

nation, and their procedure of certification has not been trustworthy in

order to forward this message of God in an authentic way. However it in

some places it seems to be revelation of God. In short the importance of

"The sacred Book-Bible in reference of it's authentic prestige, had

always been hopless. It's mission, despcriptions and informations are in

contrast among themselves. The trust on this sacred book further

weakens due to invalibility of historical details, concrete reasons and the

eternal deficiency of rules and regulations.
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The word "Bible" comes from the Greak word "Biblia"

which means "books". So the Bible is really a collection of

library of many books. These books are divided in two
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parts, "The old Testment" and "The NewTestment".(3)

  

 




 
 

 (Bible) 
"It was invented in the fourth century by John Chrysostom

palriarch of constaintinople, who refered to the general

collection of Holy Books of the Jews as the "Bible" as the

Books.


 

The Christians sacred book or a collection of sacred books

often called "The Holy Bible". It consists in two parts,

"The old Testment" and "The New Testment". The Old

Testment contains 39 books while The New Testament

contains 27 books on which all Churches agree.(6)
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"The sacred scriptures of Judasim and Christiansity. The

Christain Bible consists of "The Old Testment" and "The

New Testment", with Roman Catholic and Eastern

Orthodox versions "The Old Testment being slightly

Larger because of their acceptance of certain books and

parts of books considered aporaphal by Protestant. The

Jewish Bible Includes only the books known to Christians

as Old Testament."(8)


  



 


 Encyclopedia Americana
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   (Encyclopedia of Christianity)  
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 (Guten Berg Bible)  


 Gaddes Mac Gregor

This Latin Edition is commonly called the Gutten Berg

Bible being all ributed to honre Gensfleisch, a printer, who

assumed the name "Gohn Guten berg" The first Bible ever

to be printed, appeared over five hundered years ago, it

was Latin adition published Vaiz, Germany not later than

the middle of August, 1456 printed in double columns,

forty two lines to a column, and two folio volums.(20)

 (Vellgate)  


"It was a good translation in its day, for Jerome was an
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extremely able man who worked from the Hebrew and

Greek originals." (21)





(Codx Epheraemi syr i 
 


 (Codex Vaticanns)  


 (Codex Bezoe)  Respectively)






"There are abundant nariations and disagreements between

manuscriptes.(22)


 









 Encyclopedia Brittanica 
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"Thousands of narations are existing in its manuscripts

and versions.(24)


  

  (Apocrypha) 



  
 


 Encyclopedia Brittanica
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 (Apocrypha) 
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 (Holy Scriptures)  





 

 
 


 (J.W Burgan) 
"Every book of it, every chapter of it, every verse of it,

every word of it even every letter of it, is the direct

utterance of the "Most High"(34)

 Encyclopedia Americana 

 
  (39) 
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**  

Abstrect 
Imam Abdul Wahab Sharani did a splendid effort to conform Mazahib-e-

Arba. He honestly presented in his book (Almeezan-ul-Kubra) thoughts of different 
Mazahib in such sequence that not a single Mazhab could contradict with one 
another. He evidently explained that extract of Sharia is just of four things; Amar 
and Nahi, these two things are further divided into two kinds; takhfeef and Tashdeed 
and fifth is Mubah. All these above mentioned kinds are proved through Quran and 
Hadith.  

Some early sub-chapters of Almeezan Alkubra have the status of 
explanation for the upcoming ambiguities. He also gave some sensuous examples in 
some other sub-chapters which clear that all the Mazahibe-Fiqh are derived from 
Sharia-e- Kubra. He very logically gave examples that all these things have link with 
Allah Almighty, then it came to Loh-e-Mahfooz then to Gabriel and from Gabriel it 
reached to the Holy Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W). Muhammad sent it to the Sihaba-
e-Karam (Followers).  

 He also evidently presents in these sub-chapters that all the quotations of 
Aima Mujtahdeen are not out of Shariah All the Muzahab-e Fiqah are the canals 
which spring from the sacred Shariah. He also compares and says Shariah is just 
like palm and Mazahib are just like the Fingers. He relates that many Ulamaa used 
to give Fatwa according to the Shariah. Mazahab-e-Arba. Because religion gives the 
right of opinion so all the Aima Fiqh are free to give opinion. 
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Abstract

       A complete command over language of a work is necessary to

understand it properly. To have a command on language does not mean to

have a command over the lexicon of the particular language but a command

over its literature is also important. The Holy Quran is a work of Allah Almighty

in Arabic language and it enjoys a high position as regards its eloquence and

conciseness. In order to understand it the knowledge of Arabic literature is

important. The interpretation of various Quranic verses is not possible if we

forget this fact. It may also lead the reader to grave mistakes and

misguidance. The Sahaba R.A were well aware of the Arabic literature and

there is no doubt it was an established rule among them. They took full

advantage of Arabic literature in understanding Holy Quran. This custom of

taking advantage from literature can be seen in the later eras. Among the

Tafaseer wr i t ten in Sub-continent the tafseer of Maulana Is lahi

'Tadabur-e-Quran' is an emblem of this mode of study. In this article the

importance and the custom of using Arabic literature is analyzed. Moreover

this article presents a critical evaluation of the above mentioned Tafseer

'Tadabur-e-Quran'.
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Abstract

In this article the social and cultural status of women of Pakistan has been

discussed,who have been given high hopes through religion,modern political thought

or social movements of emancipation yet being exploited in the names of social

conventions and customs.She is facing the balatant denial of equal status in spite of

representation in democratic institutions.Media has high lighted some of the excesses

meted out to women,yet a lot is needed to be done.  At the end all these highlighted

cases can be solved under the light of Islam.
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'Feminine Writing' (the French language makes no

distinction between the English 'Fiminine' and

'female') can exist in women's present and potential

creation; indeed women have an especial interest in

the disturbance of binary catagories that 'fiminine
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writing' enacts."(3)
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Abstract

Many schools of thought emerged with regard to understanding

glorious Qur'an in the subcontinent. One of those is founded by Hamid al-Din

Farahi who made Quran the centre of his research and investigation. He

based his Quranic Thought on Coherence in the Qur'an and presented

Coherence as the major principle of Taweel. His book Al-Takmil f i Usul

al-Tawil (Perfection in the Principles of Interpretation) is of tremendous

importance in this regard.in which Farahi comprehensively explained the

basic Principles of Interpretation .These are the Principles on the basis of

which he spelt out various modes of understanding the meaning of the

Qur'an. But the fact of the matter is, by making coherence a Fundamental

Principle, he opted for a deviant attitude in the field of exegesis which led to

ignoring even the most authentic Narratives.
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